


Please help Sacramento County by completing the following information with as much information or 
as many details as you would like: 

Hi, my name is ____________ . I have (lived/worked) in district ____ _ 
for ___ years. 

I would like to keep my community together. My community is: think about who lives there, what they do
for a living, housing in common, services in common, social or civic networks, parks, churches,
neighborhood associations, environmental conditions, land use, transit, languages spoken, celebrations 
or traditions, large employer 

My community is located: streets or boundaries that mark your community's borders, in your opinion,
signification landmarks, parks, river, shopping areas, historic sites, social service agencies, do current 
political district boundaries divide your community or keep them together 

My community is similar to the following neighborhoods: 

My community is different from the following neighborhoods: 

Community histories or issues that emphasize why it is important to keep my community together. 

Your suggestions for redistricting and supersivorial boundary lines are a part of the public record and will be 
published in their entirety at: www.saccounty.net/Redistricting 

www.saccounty.net/Redistricting

	Hi my name is:    Alan LoFaso
	I have livedworked in district:   One
	for:   29
	Text1: This submission seeks recognition of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer (LGBTQ+) community as a Community of Interest (COI). As illustratrated in the attached map, provided courtesy of Equality California, a data model demonstrates the concentration of LGBTQ+ and allied residents with a history of community interst voting to elect LGBTQ+ candidates and candidates with sensitivity to LGBTQ+ commuinity concerns.
	Text2: Evidence of LGBTQ+ concentration shows a common Community of Interest in the following neighborhoods/areas: Central City, Upper Land Park, Curtis Park, East Sacramento (particularly the "thrifty 30s"), Elmhurst, Med Center, and McKinley Park. There are also pockets of LGBTQ+ COI in South Land Park and Tahoe Park. Most of these concentrations are located in District 1.
	Text3: 
	Text4: 
	Text5: Some examples of LGBTQ+ Community concerns related to this COI: non-disrimination, recognition of diverse families (marriage, domestic partnership, child custody, etc.), health care needs (including, but not limited to, HIV/AIDS prevention/treatment services, transgeder affirming care), housing (including but not limited to LGBTQ+ senior housing, rents for younger, marginalized individuals), police conduct and law enforcement practices (Sheriff, DA, etc.), fair education policies (curriculum, anti-bullying/violence, etc.), equal access to public facilities, and many more.


